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Rezumat
Este trecută în revistă istoria cercetărilor zoologice începând cu epoca antică până la
zilele noastre. Sunt menţionate cele mai marcante personalităţi ale ştiinţelor naturale,
inclusiv ale zoologiei şi aportul lor în dezvoltarea istoriei naturale în general şi a ştiinţelor
zoologice în particular. Este discutată dezvoltarea ştiinţelor naturale, cu menţionarea
apariţiei noilor ramuri şi domenii de cercetări moderne în zoologie.
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The fi rst knowledge of animals are lost in prehistoric times, when Stone Age people
drew animal silhouettes they encountered on cave walls. The same fi gures were carved
on bones and tusks or shaped as zoomorphic statuettes like horses, bison, sheep and
wild goats, deer, reindeer, mammoths and woolly rhinos - all pertaining to the subject
of zoology.

But Zoology as a science has emerged with the work of Aristotle (384-322 BC)
- Animal History (Historia Animalium) in which he described over 500 species
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- many from the campaigns of Alexander (the Great) in Asia. Since Aristotle the
fi rst classifi cation dates, consisting in Blooded animals (fi sh, reptiles, birds and
quadrupeds which born babies = mammals) and Animals without blood (molluscs,
crustaceans, insects).

In 65 A.D., Pliny the Elder (23-79 AD - dead during the eruption of Vesuvius)
wrote the scientifi c encyclopedia Natural History (Naturalis Historiae) in 37 volumes
–an invaluable encyclopedia of anthropological art natural knowledge, medicine in
the animal and plant world, physiology of that period. In 1550, the Swiss Konrad
Gesner (1516-1565) described several hundred species, in another encyclopedia –
Historiae Animalium - a comprehensive three-volume encyclopedia, describing the
animal kingdom, richly illustrated with hand-made drawings. (In 1541, he published
Historia Plantarum). In the 18th and 19th centuries, zoology progressed immensely
as a scientifi c discipline. As a result of the scientifi c expeditions of the geographer,
naturalist and explorer Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt (1769
–1859), the interactions between living creatures and their environment have been
deciphered. Living environment correlation with geographic conditions led to the
emergence of biogeography, ecology, ethology and thus essentialism, after which all
species remain unchanged over time, brings to light the systematic classifi cation and the
idea of evolution. The establishment of some species extinction along geological eras,
the occurrence of mutations, cell theory opened new perspectives to fundamentals of life
sciences in general, especially zoology. Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707
– 1788) published 44 volumes d’Histoire naturelle, nine of them being published after
his death. Buffon was the father of natural history thinking of the second half of the 18th

century, his idea infl uencing the next two generations of naturalists, among which there
were Jean-Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck (1744 – 1829) and
George Cuvier (1769 – 1832). Lamarck was the Head of the Department of Botany
(in 1788) at Jarden des Plantes and then, Professor of Zoology (since 1793) at the
National Museum of Natural History of Paris. He published „Flore française” in three
volumes, and in 1801, Système des animaux sans vertèbres and explained that the idea
of evolution is imposed by natural laws. In 1809, he published Philosophie zoologique,
ou Exposition des considerations relatives à l’histoire naturelle des animaux. He
defi ned the theories of the spontaneous generations and of the transformism or the
theory of organic evolution – the last one being resumed by Darwin, later.

Lamarck was not accepted or esteemed by his colleagues Buffon and Cuvier. Only
Charles Darwin, Lyell, Haeckel and other evolutionists of the 19th century recognized
him as a great zoologist and the forefather of the concept of evolution. In 1861, Darwin
wrote: “Lamarck was the fi rst man whose conclusions on the subject excited much
attention. This justly celebrated naturalist fi rst published his views in 1801. . . he fi rst
did the eminent service of arousing attention to the probability of all changes in the
organic, as well as in the inorganic world, being the result of law, and not of miraculous
interposition”.

According to Lamarck, the features got by an organism can be inherited. In fact,
its thoughts were more complex: organisms cannot be modifi ed/transformed passively
considering their living environment, as his colleague Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire thought.
Environmental change also infl uences the changing of organism, the change of their
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habits. Changing habits determined the stronger or slighter of a certain structure or
organ. More intensive use of an organ may increase the waist, after several generations,
or on the contrary, non-use can lead to its reduction or even extinction. This law (of the
use and non-use), was entitled “The First Law” in his book Philosophie zoologique.
The Second Law was the heritage of changes experienced by the organism under the
infl uence of environment.

The depth and the thought of these two laws were appreciated later, when they were
assessed as a prelude to evolution. Lamarck argued that all organisms turn continuously
and gradually as they become better adapted to environmental conditions. Physiological
needs are determined by the interaction of organisms with their environment.

Baron Georges Cuvier (1769 – 1832) was a very good anatomist and founder of
the vertebrate palaeontology, areas on which he formulated the laws of subordination
organs and form correlation. He remained famous for his aphorism “... give me a tooth
and I will reconstruct the entire animal which belonged”. In collaboration with the
zoologist Achille Valenciennes (1794 - 1865), Cuvier described over 5,000 species
of fi sh. Tributary to the conceptions of his time, Cuvier was a creationist or better
said – anti-evolutionist and elaborated the theory of catastrophe. He also had a theory
on the evolution of vertebral skull, according to which the skull would only be a
transformed vertebra.

The great French zoologist Achille Valenciennes (1794–1865) was Cuvier’s student,
with whom he wrote a part of the 22 volumes on Histoire Naturelle des Poissons. In
1832 he became the Head of the chair of Histoire naturelle des mollusques, des vers et
des zoophytes at the National Museum of Natural History of Paris.

Etienne Geoffroy de Saint Hilaire(1772–1844) established the principle of the
comparative anatomy of the “composition unity” according to which all animals
have a base structural plan. He also founded teratology - study on animals with
malformations. For a period of time, he worked as Head of the Zoology Cabinet of the
Jardin des Plantes and when it became the National Museum of Natural History, he was
entrusted with the leadership of the Department of Zoology, and in 1809 he became
professor of zoology at the University of Paris. His studies in anatomy were published
in two volumes entitled Philosophie anatomique. Based on the principle of unity of
organic composition of vertebrates, Saint Hillaire established three parts: - the law of
development, after which no organ suddenly appears or disappears, thus explaining
atavisms; - the law of compensation, after which an organ grows disproportionately,
only at the expense of another; - law of the relative position, after which the parties
of all animals retain the same relative position against each other. He collaborated
with George Cuvier, publishing together fi ve papers and proposing the method of
“subordination of characters”, which can distinguish and group features animals that
can be placed in the same clade. This method was then known as the radiated zoological
systematics, of Cuvier by which the animal features can be distinguished and grouped
in the same phylum. This method was known as the Cuvier’s principle of the zoological
systematics.Louis-Jean-Marie Daubenton (1716–1799) contributed to the editing of the
Encyclopedia of Rational Dictionary of sciences, art and crafts.

Carol Linné (1707–1778) the famous botanist, Swedish physicist and zoologist
founded the modern binary nomenclature and he is considered the father of taxonomy.
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In 1835 he published the fi rst edition of the book Systema naturae (original title –
Systema naturae per regna tria naturae, secundum classes, ordines, genera, species,
cum characteribus, differentiis, synonymis, locis), which means: Systematics of the
nature by the three natural kingdoms (vegetal, animal and mineral) in classes, orders,
genera, and species, with their features (genera) and differences (species), synonymies
and collecting places or terra typica. Modern biological classifi cations originate in
Linné’s papers, who grouped the species according to their morphological features.
Certainly, those groups were substantially revised and improved on the basis of
Darwin’s principle, of the origin of living things from a common ancestor.

Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt (1769–1859) geographer,
naturalist and explorer in Germany, investigated the interactions between living
creatures and their environment, their dependence on geographical conditions, and thus
founded biogeography, ecology and ethology.

A much stronger echo was made by Charles Darwin’s work (1809 - 1882), just
because of the extremely rich zoological material existing in the museum collections in
the world - collections that Darwin was able to study them and interpret them with clear
and precise principles. If the archaic style in expressing Lamark’s innovative ideas was
marked by the turmoil of the French Revolution, by Robespierre’s spirit in which he
lived, the famous English naturalist lived in the Victorian era of great prosperity to his
country during the Industrial Revolution.

While Darwin considered totally wrong Lamark’s transformist ideas, he has
mastered almost entirely: law of used and unused; inheritance of acquired characters;
environmental impact; slow evolution of species; human origin. Therefore, some
scientists consider Darwin the fi rst neolamarkian. But, as the Belgian savant Paul Brien
wrote (1974), „...Lamarkian and Darwinian concepts completed more than oppose, if
evolution is depicted through the phylogenesis and current genetic data (molecular
biology our note) and ontogenetic phylogeny “.

Today we can say that the subject of zoology is represented by the structure,
function, behaviour, development, phylogeny, classifi cation, dissemination and use of
animals. Zoology is the animal biology.

If we agree that the idea of evolution, of the transformation of species is one of
the greatest revolutions in human thought, we better understand why the society needs
Zoology and zoological research.

Zoology had an overwhelming role in studies of comparative morphology,
embryology and physiology of major groups of animals. Just based on zoology, it was
reached today that evolution was not considered a hypothesis, but a fact. Who has not
heard of the famous French zoologist Pierre Paul Grasse? He was a neo-Lamarkian and
did not agree that mutations are the source of evolution. In addition to the 38 volumes
of his Treatise of Zoology he asserted that the evolution of the creatures represented
materials for a new transformist theory. To Grassé (1895 - 1985), we associate the
Romanian scientist George Emil Racoviţă (1868 - 1947), who, since 1929, in his
book “Evolution and its problems” showed that the concept of evolution is neither
hypothesis or theory, but a fi nding of fact - one of the safest and acquiring fundamental
knowledge.
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In our time, the mechanisms of evolution, physical location of the signifi cant
characters of the hereditary elements are mostly the prerogatives of new branches of
biology: cell biology, genetics, molecular biology. But these new branches cannot
break from classical botany and zoology. In all their avant-garde, new fi elds of biology
always inspire themselves from classical subjects, and the latter (as Motaş presented
in 1978), “... to their turn they complete their contents and problems, assimilating the
results of genetics and other new branches of modern biology.”

Brilliant geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky (1900 - 1975) –the famous neo-
Darwinian of the 20th century, drew attention on that molecules do not occur in the
wild, but plants and animals. Only those who come to know thoroughly one group of
animals, only those who worked hard for identifying the species for theoretical and
applied interests, can realize the importance of systematics in general, of zoology in
particular. Ernst Walter Mayr (1904 –2005) – the great evolutionary biologist of the 20th

century – was an American of German origin, taxonomist, specialized in ornithology
and history of biological sciences - the founder of the synthetic theory of evolution.
He made   important contributions to the development of the biological species concept.
If according to Darwin, the species evolved from a single common ancestor, the
mechanism by which this common ancestor emerged remains unresolved. In his book
Systematics and the origin of species/1942, Ernst Mayr showed that the species is not
just a group of similar individuals morphologically, but a group of individuals that can
reproduce only among themselves and excludes others. When populations of a species
become geographically isolated as feeding strategies, reproductive choice and other
particular requirements, they begin to differ from other populations by genetic drift and
natural selection, while evolving new species.

The most signifi cant and rapid genetic reorganization occurs
in the extremely small populations that became isolated (such as
those on the islands). He was the founder of the theory of peripatric
and allopatric speciation. In top science something sustainable cannot be done
without systematic. GrigoreAntipa (1867 - 1944), speaking about the importance
and need for the organization of the museum collections which he founded, said:
„Sine systemata, chaos!”.

Scientifi c classifi cation in zoology is the zoologists’ method to group in a certain
hierarchy the organisms basing on biological types - genus or species. This biological
classifi cation is a form of scientifi c taxonomy.

Some conceited researchers believe that mammals do not offer anything new
to learn! For example, referring to volume 95, number 3 (April 2014) - Journal of
Mammalogy, in April 2014, based on anatomical descriptions, research on karyotype
and mitochondrial sequencing, a new genus and a new species of Sigmodontinae
(Calassomys apicalis) were described in the State of Minas Gerais - Brazil. In the same
volume and number it was published a new species (Crocidura absconditus) from West
Java, Indonesia.

A new species of marsupial (Lutreolina massoia) of Didelphidae marsupials was
described from Argentina, based on morphometric analysis and DNA sequencing.
In No 4 (june 2014) of the same journal it was described from Namibia a new
species - Macroscelides micus – a relative of Elephantulus. These are just a few
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examples, in which the molecular biology helps α-systematics for clarifi cations in
zoological classifi cation.

Accepting the last classifi cation, after which the living world is divided into fi ve
kingdoms (Monera, Protozoa, Fungi, Plantae, Animalia), we know that Zoology
belongs to the fi fth kingdom. In its turn, it is divided into two branches: Invertebrates
and Vertebrates. But they also have sub-branches, which in most cases correspond to
the phyla. At the same time, we should not overlook the interdisciplinary relations,
of links of zoology with: biochemistry, bioacustics, bionics, bioinformatics,
biotechnology, biogeography, etc.

Thus, we better understand why zoological research is required. Zoology imposes
as a science of synthesis, the results should be in all sciences: anatomy, physiology,
cytology, embryology, palaeontology, ethology, ecology, etc., to reconstruct the whole
living being on the whole, in the multiplicity of events and his correlations, and humans
to understand where the each animal species is placed in nature and especially to
understand the role they play in the complex relationships of the living world. Science
itself of zoology is a science of integration that helps humanity to answer the big
questions about the world, its destiny, knowing that some branches of zoology directly
serve human economy.

Can anyone say that today there are enough chemicals to combat pests of plants,
animals and of man, and so it is. Biological control methods are not so radical. But
the biological control is acting only on insect groups (target groups), with no risk to
man or the environment. It must be taken into account that insecticides do not always
have elective share and extend their destructive effects on the entire ecosystem. In
some instances, chemicals used in pest control may favour the emergence of resistant
breeds and, not the least, chemicals become toxic to human body, no longer referring
to their high price.

But how important zoology became in establishing biodiversity conservation
strategies? How to hold the declaration of a protected area without the knowledge
of plant and animal species in the area, without assessing their populations and their
protection status? And it is not the case to insist on the theme actuality in the world.

Finally, zoology has a huge educational role, yet recognized by great thinkers like
Rabelais, Bacon, Rousseau and others. It is known that, since childhood, the interest
in nature is manifested, as well as in understanding of the environment in which live
all kinds of creatures, in admiring the beauty of shapes, colours, crickets chirping,
birds singing, the love calls of deer, marmots whistle, calls of alarm of the chamois or
by suspicious mothers. But how many writings and stories have heroes of zoology?
La Fontaine’s wise fables, Ion Creangă’s stories, George Coşbuc’s “Wedding in the
forest”, Rudyard Kipling’s “Jungle Book”, etc.

It is said that who hasn’t past, doesn’t deserve future. Our zoological past is
extremely rich in zoologists’ names who contributed to the development of Zoology
in the Republic of Moldova, Romania, Russia, China, Japan, and from the African and
American continents.

The work left by predecessors is the moral support of current zoologists - forced to
carry forward the fl ame of zoological research, to highlight the importance and actuality
of zoology always in the context of unprecedented development of the biological
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sciences. Based on the history of zoology, we are proud and honoured for the scientists’
brilliant contribution and zoological education of today and look with hope to the future
directions of zoology, with its many branches and sub-branches, mentioned above.

The specialists’ results of the Institute of Zoology of the Science Academy of the
Republic of Moldova, by their internal programmes and by their participation to famous
scientifi c meetings of the country and of the world (among others I mention their active
participation to the annual Congress of Zoology organized by “Grigore Antipa” National
Museum of Natural History – Bucharest, to the scientifi c sessions of the specialized
museums of Craiova, Bacău, Galaţi, their good relations with the zoologists of the
faculties of biology of the universities of Iaşi, Cluj, Bucharest, Constanţa etc., with
the institutes of biology of Bucharest, Cluj and Iaşi), substantially contributed to the
progress of the zoological science, to the protection of nature, to the knowledge and
conservation of biodiversity.

Morphological data of systematics, ecology, zoogeography, ethology, biochemistry,
genetics and molecular biology are bricks of natural history. Despite the complexity of
the fi eld of zoology, it is nevertheless unifi ed by the interdependence of those branches,
both theoretically and practically. A scientist cannot approach to all areas and therefore
strict specializations appear which involve the accumulation of a huge amount of
information and learning new principles, concepts and work techniques. From now on,
the encouraging of the interdisciplinary research is required, with more acuity.

However, in the golden age of genetics, the animal world cannot be discussed or
scientifi cally approached without zoological research, which, in their turn, should bring
together the results of the diverse areas approached by the specialists, within zoology
unit, always present in human existence.
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